Young Professionals Representative Job Description

The responsibility of the Sensors Council Young Professionals Representative is to provide the Sensors Council with insights and positions that are in support of the Young Professional sensors community, and to represent the Sensors Council positions at the IEEE Young Professionals Committee.

The Young Professionals Representative is to guide activities and committees in areas of concern to young professionals. The individual will Chair the Sensors Council Young Professionals Committee, overseeing the activities of the committee in developing initiatives to engage the Sensors Council further with the young professionals sensors community. The Young Professional Representative is also expected to work with the SENSORS Conference to organise events specific to young professionals during the conference and to serve on the various awards, scholarship or technical committees of the SC. As a voting member of the AdCom, the Young Professionals Representative is expected to attend the bi-annual (Spring and Fall) AdCom Meetings each year.

The normal term of the Young Professionals Representative is two years, concurrent with the term of the Sensors Council President, and will be nominated to this position by the President.